The Queensland Science Network is a
collaboration between Queensland’s
science societies to promote science
events and activities and to share
knowledge.

The Royal Society
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Representing
Queensland learned
inquiry since 1884
The Society hosts the
Queensland Science
Network, a collaboration
between more than 23
non-government
scientific societies.
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The Queensland Science Network
The Queensland Science Network fosters collaboration between organisations
involved in science and natural history to:






Introduce the public to a range of community-based scientific organisations
Promote the value of science and encourage involvement in scientific activities
Publicise activities, resources and events by member groups
Advocate on issues of common concern
Maintain an online library of publications, teaching materials, citizen science
reports and other forms of documented scientific knowledge, accessible to all.

‘Science’ is the application of scientific method to observations about the
biophysical world.

The Network is hosted by The Royal Society of Queensland, the senior learned
academy in the State. Applications to join the Network are invited from
societies representing all branches of science. Participating groups are:





Focused on producing and promoting scientific knowledge
Active in Queensland
Neither a commercial firm nor professional institute
Not primarily a lobby group.

Each member group maintains its own index page, with its summary
information and website link.
The Network was born at a meeting held in Brisbane in October 2016 and is
strictly non-partisan and independent of government. It is at an early stage of
development.
A wide range of opportunities is available for volunteers or philanthropists to
become involved in operating the Network and so support scientific activities,
with enduring public benefit. For example, the Network is hosting a project to
convert data collected by member societies during field excursions into
teachers’ kits to support the Queensland senior science syllabus.
Enquiries are welcome.
Contact a member group or the Royal Society at: rsocqld@gmail.com
Or via our Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/QLDScienceNetwork/

